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Abstract

We present a summary and analysis of the changes made to the ACS/WFC dark reference
files. As of January 15, 2015 the ACS team has begun to produce post-flashed dark
reference files for the Wide Field Channel (WFC). This change was made to combat the
charge transfer efficiency (CTE) losses caused by radiation damage that the two WFC
CCDs have suffered since being put into orbit by artificially increasing the background in
the dark images. This has resulted in several changes to the reference file pipeline, and an
improved calibration dark.

Introduction

After a thorough study of CTE on the HST CCD instruments, we have found that CTE
losses in ACS/WFC images become significantly worse when there is a low background in
the image (Riess & Mack 2004, Anderson & Bedin 2010, Úbeda & Anderson 2012). Low
level signal against a low background (we estimate a background level of about 20 electron
as of 2015 depending on the flux of the source) can be irretrievably CTE-trailed during WFC
readout, particularly for signal furthest from the serial registers. This effect is particularly
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pronounced in the CTE-trailing of the ACS/WFC dark reference files. After more than 13
years in orbit, WFC has a large population of warm pixels. Because of their low contrast
relative to the global dark current (less than 10 electrons per pixel), some of these pixels
are completely trailed into the background during readout. This artificially suppresses the
incidence of warm pixels in dark exposures, and artificially boosts the global dark current.
In addition, the pixel-based CTE-correction (Anderson & Bedin 2010) used during dark
processing is imperfect, and not optimized for exposures with extremely low background.
This can result in spurious warm pixels in the remaining trail of a CTE-corrected hot pixel.
The LED post-flash allows us to fill a majority of the WFC charge-traps by providing a
higher background level. This reduces the number of warm pixels experiencing irretrievable
CTE-trailing and allows the CTE-correction code to provide a more accurate reconstruction
of the true dark current.

Pilot Program

Before any changes were made to the main ACS calibration proposals, a post-flash pilot
program was executed (Prop ID 13930; PI: Anderson). This proposal consisted of 16 standard
dark images with an exposure time of 1,000 seconds each, and 16 short dark images with an
exposure time of 0.5 seconds (engineering requirements do not allow a 0 second exposure to
be flashed, thus the 0.5 second dark exposure time). All images were post-flashed with a level
of 65 electrons, chosen based on previous studies of the ACS post-flash signal and the typical
background of WFC/ACS science images (Sokol et al. 2012). The post-flash has been shown
to produce a very stable (over time scales of around a year) and repeatable signal (Cox 2006,
Ogaz et al. 2014). The flashed short dark files were used to subtract the post-flash from the
standard dark files, in order to build a final superdark file without flash. Taking separate
short darks for each set of regular dark exposures will allow us to more closely calibrate the
post-flash, as the standard post-flash calibration file is created on a yearly cycle. The files
taken were used to make a set of mock superdark files (the final dark calibration files that
are released to users). No unexpected issues appeared for the test set, so the changes were
propagated to calibration proposal 13952 (PI: Golimowski). The processing steps involved
in generating these files were similar to those implemented in the reference file pipeline as
described in the next section.

New Reference File Cadence and File Production

With the success of the pilot program, we have implemented the post-flashed dark method in
the ACS dark calibration program, the CCD Daily Monitor. The following summarizes the
changes made to CAL proposal 13952 and all future CCD Daily Monitor proposals. The new
calibration darks are taken with a flash level of 65 electrons (∼ 4.6 second flash duration).
We have reduced the number of traditional non-flashed bias frames by a factor of two, and
replaced those exposures with a flashed short dark frame, with the same 65 electron flash
level. The regular calibration bias files are unchanged with the exception of the number of
exposures taken per anneal cycle. One daily set (taken every 2-3 days) of the new reference
file cadence consists of:
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• 4 x 1,000.5 second flashed dark exposures

• 2 x 0.5 second flashed dark exposures

• 2 x 0 second non-flashed bias exposures

The previous superdark creation method (Mutchler et al. 2004, Lim et al. 2012, Ogaz
et al. 2012) (with no post-flash) consisted of a superbias subtraction from each individual
dark, followed by production of a base dark (darks taken within a bi-week period) and a day
dark (darks taken within one 24 hour period). The day dark and the base dark were then
combined to form the final superdark reference file (Gonzaga 2014). With the introduction
of the post-flash we have added an extra step to the processing. The new post-flashed short
dark frames are combined to form a flashed short dark file of 0.5 seconds. This flashed
short dark is used to subtract the flash signal from the final superdark file (along with 0.5
seconds of dark exposure), leaving the superdark with an exposure time of 1,000 seconds.
The exposure time is then divided out and we are left with units of electrons/second. Below
is a summary of the processing steps for one anneal cycle, with the new post-flash steps in
bold.

1. Split set of regular bias files into two bi-week groups, produce two un-flashed superbias
files (∼ 24 files in anneal set).

2. Split set of flashed dark files into two bi-week groups, produce two base dark files,
subtract un-flashed superbias during processing (∼ 50 files in anneal set).

3. Within each bi-week group, produce day dark files.

4. Combine day dark file with base dark file to create superdark file.

5. Combine set of flashed 0.5 second dark files into flashed short superdark
file (∼ 24 files in anneal set).

6. Run CTE-correction on both short and regular superdark files, from this point on, we
have CTE and non-CTE corrected superdarks.

7. Subtract flashed short superdark file from regular superdark files (exposure
time of 1000.5 - 0.5 seconds, final exposure time of 1000 seconds).

8. Divide out exposure time (1000 seconds) for final units of electrons/second.
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Analysis

Figure 1 shows a set of four superdark files, CTE-corrected at the top, non-CTE-corrected
at the bottom, non-flash on the left, flashed on the right. As expected, the CTE-corrected,
flashed dark has the least CTE trailing, while still maintaining the signal in the hot and
warm pixels. We also see that the flash alone (without the CTE-correction) relieves some of
the CTE trailing. The post-flashed darks will be particularly useful for observers with non-
zero background science images who do not wish to use the CTE-correction. When non-CTE
corrected science images are processed, CALACS will use a non-CTE corrected superdark.
The CTE trailing in the non-flashed superdark image falls into the low background regime
(∼ 5 electrons), while the background of most science images is much higher. This results
in different CTE behavior for the hot and warm pixels in the images, which will then result
in an incorrect subtraction. By taking post-flashed superdarks, the background in the dark
images will fall into the background regime of most science images, providing a more accurate
hot and warm pixel subtraction.

Figure 2 shows the histograms for these four superdark files. All four images show a
different pixel distribution. After fitting the peaks of these histograms with a gaussian
function, we measure the peaks of the distributions (an estimation of the dark current) as
listed in Table 1. We find a decrease of ∼ 0.002e/s in the estimated dark current value
between the CTE-corrected calibration darks and the non-CTE-corrected calibration darks.
This gives us a rough estimate of how much CTE-trailing is artificially boosting the dark
current. Figure 2 also shows a pronounced difference in the pixel distribution for the non-
flashed and flashed non-CTE corrected darks (the cyan and red histograms respectively),
with a much larger wing in the non-CTE flashed dark. The non-CTE-corrected non-flashed
histogram shows an artificially small wing on both sides of the distribution, a result of
smoothing from the CTE trails.

The addition of flash will unfortunately result in an increase in the poisson noise of the
dark exposures. Furthermore, the flash signal is not constant across the detector (Ogaz et al.
2014). This noise information is propagated to the ERR array of the final calibration dark,
which will then be propagated into any science image during CALACS processing. Figure 3
shows the distribution of the pixel to pixel noise by plotting histograms of difference images
between consecutive bi-weeks of stacked darks. The two curves represent the new flashed
dark stack from Jan-Feb 2015 (in green), and the non-flashed dark stack from Nov-Dec
2014 (in blue). After dividing the widths of the histograms by

√
2 to account for the image

differencing, we find noise levels of 0.0016 electrons/second for the non-flashed darks, and
0.0026 electrons/second for the flashed darks. Even in the case of a long WFC exposure
of 1200 seconds, the dark-subtraction noise would be ∼ 3 electrons, below the 4-5 electron
WFC read noise level. We can confirm the small scale of the noise increase in figure 2, which
shows no visible increase in the wings of the histograms between the flash and non-flashed
CTE-corrected dark files (in blue and green).
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Table 1: Peak of Histogram Distributions in Figure 2

Superdark Peak (e/s)

CTE corr - flash 0.0055

CTE corr - no flash 0.0050

No CTE corr - flash 0.0072

No CTE corr - no flash 0.0078

Figure 2: Histograms of WFC2 superdark pixels (2048 x 4096 pixels) for the four superdark
files shown in figure 1. The two non-flash superdark images have a useafter date of January
14, 2015. The two flashed superdark images have a useafter date of January 15, 2015.
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Figure 3: Gaussian fit to histogram of calibration dark diff files. Non-flashed darks were
taken from the biweeks between Nov-Dec of 2014, flashed darks were taken from the biweeks
between Jan-Feb 2015.
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DQ Flag Changes

Exposure to radiation over time continues to deteriorate the health of the WFC CCDs. This
includes an increase in malfunctioning pixels, such as hot and warm pixels (Riess et al. 2002,
Cox et al. 2003). Although the anneals heal a small percentage of these pixels, the overall
percentage of hot and warm pixels that survive through the anneal cycle continues to rise
steadily. We have also seen a steady rise in the global WFC dark current rate, with the
exception of the decrease in 2006 when the ACS operating temperature was lowered. To
adjust for the progressive aging of the two CCDs we have updated the definitions of hot and
warm pixels, as the limits of a normally functioning pixel change over time. There have been
two past changes in the definition of hot and warm pixels in the lifetime of ACS. Table 2
summarizes these changes.

The new value range for warm pixels changed from 0.04 − 0.08 e/s to 0.06 − 0.14 e/s
as of January 15, 2015. The hot pixel value range has likewise changed from pix > 0.08
e/s to pix > 0.14 e/s. The new values were chosen by comparing the hot and warm pixel
percentages found in the years following SM4. From looking at these values we chose a set
of rounded values that give us similar percentages of hot and warm flags. In this way the
hot and warm pixel flag will continue to keep track of the pixels that have the worst levels
of artificial signal. Table 3 shows the percentage of pixels for both WFC CCDs that have
been flagged as warm and hot (this value is the average taken from a set of 14 calibration
darks taken within a single WFC anneal cycle) for different years. The 2015 values were
calculated using the new hot and warm pixel definitions, with the percentages under the
previous hot/warm pixel definitions shown in parentheses.

Table 2: Hot and warm pixel flags over the history of ACS

Dates Warm Pixel Flag (e/s) Hot Pixel Flag (e/s)

Launch - Oct 8 2004 Not Used Static hot pixel list

Oct 8 2004 - Jan 2007 (Pre SM4) 0.02− 0.08 ≥ 0.08

May 2009 (Post SM4) - Jan 15 2015 0.04− 0.08 ≥ 0.08

Jan 15 2015 - Present 0.06− 0.14 ≥ 0.14
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Table 3: Flag Statistics

Non CTE-Corrected CTE-Corrected

Year % Warm Pixels: % Hot Pixels: % Warm Pixels: % Hot Pixels:

2006 2.91 0.69 3.74 0.81

2009 1.28 1.12 1.74 1.36

2011 1.81 1.47 2.17 1.81

2014 2.64 1.88 3.37 2.48

2015 - with flash* 1.68 (3.14) 1.23 (2.09) 1.86 (3.23) 1.49 (2.44)

*value in parentheses show percentages with previous warm/hot pixel flag values

Conclusion and Future Work

After the switch to post-flash darks for ACS/WFC we have seen a definite improvement in our
tracking of hot and warm pixels. This will make an especially strong calibration improvement
for users who chose not to use the ACS CTE-correction, as the higher background level
provided by the post-flash helps reduce the loss of hot/warm pixel signal in the dark image.
The disadvantage of added noise in the dark image has been shown to be minor, and will
have a very small effect for most users. In line with this new calibration method we have
made adjustments to the ACS/WFC hot and warm pixel flag definitions.

In the future the ACS team would like to perform a more in depth analysis of the hot
and warm pixels on ACS/WFC and their time dependence across the lifetime of ACS. This
may open up better methods to characterize these hot and warm pixels and their accuracy.
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